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Yuei Vu recognized it at a glance that the blond boy who walked in front of the door was 
Katsuya Jonouchi, one of the protagonists of Yu-Gi-Oh DM. 

The DM protagonist group is full of force in the later generations of Yu-Gi-Oh! Even an 
average guy like Jonouchi was highly appraised by Pegasus, the founder of Industrial 
Illusions, the "Father of Dueling Monsters", and became a legend in the eyes of later 
generations. 

So obviously, those who came in behind him were naturally his inseparable friends. 

Yugi Mutou, Anzu Mazaki, and Hiroto Honda especially Yugi Mutou, the starfish head 
with unique characteristics comparable to a Super Saiyan were absolutely impossible to 
be mistaken. 

It's just that Yuei Vu remembered that in the animation, they seemed to go to a card 
shop opened by a rare card hunter to buy a Duel Disk, and in the animation, the release 
of the new Duel Disk of Kaiba Corp seemed to start a week after the opening of Battle 
City, which was three weeks away from now 

But after all, this was a different world, and it was normal to have slight discrepancies 
with the development of animation. 

"Ah, welcome." Chika returned to the back of the counter, "We also sell Duel Disks in 
our store. According to the requirements of the Kaiba Corp, the level of representative 
strength of all duelists is sent to our computer. Level 5 or higher Duelists will receive a 
free new Duel Disk and the entry to the Duel Tournament." 

"Huh?" Yugi Mutou showed a surprised expression, "Kaiba ah, I understand. In this 
way, the level of participating duelists can be effectively guaranteed." 

"Then can you tell me your names?" Chika asked. 

"My name is Yugi Mutou." 

"YugiMutou" 



Chika muttered as she typed into the desktop computer on the counter. Suddenly, she 
moved, and raised her head with a surprised expression: "Are you a Yugi Mutou the 
Duel King?" 

Yugi Mutou won the championship in the Duelist Kingdom not long ago, defeated 
Pegasus, the founder of the duel monster game in a duel, and received the recognition 
of Pegasus as the title Duel King. Almost everyone knows this. 

"Um um, it's me." Yugi lowered his head, still a little embarrassed. 

According to the ranking system of the duelists of the Kaiba Corp, the highest level 
seemed to be 8. Yuei Vu remembered that in the original animation, Kaiba gave Yugi 
Mutou a rating of 8 

"Huh?" After Chika recalled the duelist information on the computer, she seemed a little 
surprised. 

"What's the matter?" Yugi Mutou came to the counter curiously, leaning over to see 
what was on the screen. 

"That It stands to reason that the upper limit of a duelist's level should be only level 8" 

Chika reluctantly turned the computer screen around to show them. 

The name of Yugi Mutou was displayed on the screen, and next to him is a photo of his 
ID card with the Millennium Puzzle. The ace monster message on the left was the 
famous "Dark Magician", and the duelist level was given below 

it's 10. 

"It's amazing!" Jonouchi began to rub the starfish head of Yugi Mutou excitedly, 
"Because of the Duel King title, right? That's why Yugi Mutou's level is unique! Ha, that 
guy Kaiba understands it quite well!" 

Chika nodded: "It seems that Yugi Mutou is the only level 10 duelist" 

Yuei Vu was a little speechless. He seemed to see President Kaiba laughing with his 
arms crossed, saying something like "This is the only way to be worthy of my arch 
enemy" 

Chika Jiang didn't say anything, but she glanced at the sharp-eyed and domineering ID 
photo of Yugi Mutou on the screen, and then looked at the boy himself, who was 
rubbing his head and looked harmless 

There was always a feeling that "the picture does not match the real thing". 



He seems a little different from the Duel King in her impression. 

Of course, it's just a thought. 

At this moment, Yuei Vu had already taken a brand new box of Duel Disk from the 
warehouse at the back at her suggestion and handed it over to Yugi Mutou. Yugi took 
the box cautiously, and politely owed his lower body: "Thank you!" 

"What about me, what about me?" Jonouchi can't wait to squeeze up, "My name is 
Katsuya Jonouchi, I'm the runner-up of the Duelist Kingdom!" 

"OK, just a second." 

Chika entered his name earnestly, and gave a strange "Huh" again, as surprised as 
when she checked Yugi Mutou's level just now. 

Jonouchi's eyes lit up: "What's wrong? Am I level 10 like Yugi Mutou? Oh, that stinky 
boy Kaiba, on the surface it looks annoying, but there's still something to be desired" 

"Hey, that" Chika looked at the screen and inside the city as if she didn't know how to 
speak. 

Yuei Vu came up and coughed: "About this you seem to be level 2, and the remarks at 
the back is horse bone'."(1) 

Jonouchi's expression was sluggish, he blinked his eyes, and his brain crashed for more 
than five seconds in this state. 

"Huh!?? HHorse bone???" 

The hair in the city was instantly fried, and it looked like he was desperately trying to 
find Kaiba. 

"That bastard Kaiba, what do you mean by horse bone? Why can't I, the runner-up of 
the Duelist Kingdom, participate in the tournament?" 

Honda desperately held on from behind: "Okay, calm down. You scared the lady behind 
the counter" 

"Yeahbut it's really strange." Chikai held her chin and said to herself, "Katsuya Jonouchi 
alsoI remember that he is really the runner-up of the Duelist Kingdom. Level 2 is indeed 
a little bit strange" 

"Yes yes!" 



Jonouchi seemed to see hope approaching from the counter excitedly, causing Chika to 
take a step back subconsciously. 

"Butbut this is the rule of the Kaiba Corp. Even if you say so, we can't do anything about 
it." 

"Damn" Katsuya Jonouchi continued to grit his teeth. 

Yuei Vu, who has been eating melons and watching, said, "But it's not that there is no 
other way." 

"Ah? What?" 

"Duel with me. " Yuei Vu smiled and said, "If you beat me, we can turn a blind eye and 
let you pay for the new Duel Disk." 

According to the current regulations of the Kaiba Corp, Duel Disks were not for sale 
before the Battle City competition, and only recognized duelists could get them for free. 
Because this was not only a prop for playing cards but also an entry ticket for the 
competition. 

But it didn't matter if you just sell one. 

Of course, the reason why Yuei Vu said this was not because he was addicted to cards 
and wanted to find someone to play with, but because 

This was a living source of experience! 

Katsuya Jonouchi was already a legendary duelist in the DM (although he couldn't be 
considered that for the time being). Winning a game against him gave EXP comparable 
to that of an entire week in the duel arena. 

Moreover, playing cards with the protagonist group characters was also helpful to 
trigger special quests, and there was even hope to participate in the main plot of Yu-Gi-
Oh!. There were always a bunch of players circling around the protagonist group in the 
World Link Online. 

It's just that the chance to play cards with the protagonists was hard to come by. The 
system did not allow players to go directly to the protagonists and grab them to play 
cards. Only when certain conditions are met in certain situations could they get the 
chance to duel with the protagonists. 

Chika turned her head to look at Yuei Vu in surprise: "Are you sure?" 



Although she didn't intend to question Yuei Vu's skills, after all, Jonouchi was the 
runner-up of the Duelist Kingdom, and logically should be the duelist second only to 
Yugi Mutou. 

"It's okay." Yuei Vu smiled at her, "Don't look at me like this, I'm very strong." 

Favorability +8 

Yuei Vu: "" 

TL's note: 

1. This term is commonly used by Seto Kaiba to insult Katsuya Jonouchi. It referenced a 
card in Jonouchi's deck Value of a Horse's Bone (known as "White Elephant's Gift" in 
TCG) 

Chapter 12: Nova Master! 

The time was around lunch, which was the time when there were the most pedestrians 
on the road. 

Jonouchi temporarily borrowed the new Duel Disk that had just been unpacked from the 
good buddy Yugi and assembled it and went outside the store with Yuei Vu. The two 
stood in the open space and opened the venue, which also attracted more and more 
pedestrians to watch on the side of the road. 

"I have to warn you in advance." 

Jonouchi inserted the deck into the Duel Disk, activated and deployed the machine, and 
his face was full of confidence. 

"I am strong." 

Yuei Vu smiled slightly and didn't say anything, but he also started a duel. 

"Come on Jonouchi!" His friends including Yugi began to cheer. 

Itou Chika stood quietly in the opposite aisle, looking curiously at Yuei Vu who was 
exchanging cards with the other party. 

This guy it's really okay 

"Duel!" x2 

Yuei Vu, LP 4000 



Jonouchi, LP 4000 

"I go first, draw!" Jonouchi quickly entered the dueling state, "I summon the Masaki the 
Legendary Swordsman', attack!" 

A special effect of light and shadow appeared on the ground, rolling up a circular 
airflow. A three-dimensional monster card appeared in front of Jonouchi, and a soldier 
in green armor and a helmet appeared in the eyes of everyone. He lowered his head, 
half of his face hidden in the shadows, his hand on the handle of the knife was ready to 
go, like a battle-hardened warrior. 

[Masaki the Legendary Swordsman, ATK 1100] 

"Then I'll set an S/T card," Jonouchi continued, "I can't attack in the first turn, so I end 
my turn!" 

Yuei Vu glanced at the warrior in green armor in front of him. 

Sure enough, when you first came up, you could only start with a low-attack Normie 

It really is a harmonious game environment. 

"It's my turn. This is what I want to summon" 

Yuei Vu drew a card from his hand. 

"Elemental HERO Sparkman!" 

The blue warrior flew out surrounded by electricity, and even put on a close-up pose of 
the hero. 

[Elemental HERO Sparkman, ATK 1600] 

"Next, I equip Legendary Sword to Sparkman!" Yuei Vu played out a spell card, "The 
ATK of equipped Warrior monster can be increased by 300 points!" 

[Elemental HERO Sparkman, ATK 1600 ATK 1900] 

"Sparkman, attack Masaki the Legendary Swordsman!" 

The blue warrior who was wrapped in electric current flew forward, and the blade cut an 
arc with an electric current in the air. The quaint swordsman in front of him was 
completely unable to fight back under the suppression of the hero of the new era, and 
even the sword was easily cut in half by the sword of electric current. 

Snapped! 



The image of the swordsman was torn apart, turned into countless fragments, and 
slumbered into the cemetery. 

Jonouchi, LP 4000LP 3200 

Jonouchi raised his arms to protect him in front of him, gritted his teeth, and smiled: "It's 
pretty good." 

Passerby A: "Wow, that duelist is so strong, he actually suppressed the runner-up of the 
Duelist Kingdom!" 

Passerby B: "Yes, he can play this combination of monsters and spell cards in the first 
turn. He is indeed a very powerful character." 

"Hey Jonouchi, what are you doing? Be serious!" This was from Hiroto Honda, his best 
friend. 

"That duelist named Yuei Vu gave me a very special feeling." Yugi also looked serious, 
"I think he might be really strong." 

Itou Chika was silent by the side without speaking. 

"" 

Favorability +6 

Yuei Vu: "" 

Yuei Vu, who was praised by passers-by, not only did not feel prideful but even felt a 
little embarrassed 

Enough! 

Didn't I just play a spell card? Why did all of you react like I have summoned three 
Blazars and two Quasars in one round? 

(Cosmic Blazar Dragon, and Shooting Quasar Dragon were all Synchro monsters with 
notoriously harsh summoning conditions) 

This hype made even Sparkman swell up. At this moment, he clenched the hilt of his 
sword and held his head high. He really had the illusion of "I'm an ACE monster". 

"You are really strong," Jonouchi smiled, and his expression immediately became awe-
inspiring, "Then I can't lose! At this moment, I open the set card: Spell card Stray 
Lambs!" 



The emerald green spell card was opened, and two harmless sheep, one red and one 
white, immediately appeared on the field. 

[Lamb Token, DEF 0] x2 

"This card can summon two Lamb Tokens on my field!" Jonouchi explained. 

Although this was a normal spell card, Yuei Vu has gradually become numb to the 
operation of "activating a spell card in the opponent's turn". 

However, he also made up his mind. When he has a chance, he must go to Kaiba or 
Pegasus to modify the rules of the game. Maybe he couldn't make the rules as strict as 
the real card game, but at least it had to be a little more presentable. 

"My turn, draw!" 

Jonouchi saw the next card drawn, and his eyes lit up again. 

Very good, I can attack with this card! 

"I summon Panther Warrior in attack position!" 

The Panther Warrior holding the blade shouted and jumped out from the interweaving 
light and shadow. He was as dark as a Wakanda, and with a cloak tied behind him, he 
was quite heroic. 

[Panther Warrior, ATK 2000] 

"Panther Warrior has 2000 ATK even though it is a Level 4 monster, but he must 
sacrifice a monster on his field to attack." 

As he explained, he waved to a lamb next to him: "I tribute a Lamb Token and attack 
Sparkman with Panther Warrior!" 

The white lamb disappeared from the field with a burst of blue sublimation light effect. 
The leopard warrior who received the sacrifice raised his head and roared loudly. He 
rushed forward and slashed Sparkman. Just one strike and the hero along with his 
equipment broke into pixels. 

Yuei Vu, LP 4000 LP 3900 

To be honest, it's a bit of a loss for Yuei Vu, but it's also to be expected. Although the 
current Jonouchi has not reached the height of the later stage, it would be a bit too 
unrealistic if he couldn't even solve a Normal monster with ATK 1900. 

(Sparkman: What? So I'm not an ace monster?) 



Next came Yuei Vu. 

"My turn! Summon Elemental HERO Clayman in the Defense position. I end my turn." 

[Elemental HERO Clayman, DEF 2000] 

"Hey, Yuei, you may think that Clayman's DEF is 2000, equal to Panther Warrior's ATK, 
so he can't be defeated for the time being." Jonouchi smiled confidently again, "If you 
think so, you are wrong because Panther Warrior is not my trump card!" 

Yuei Vu: I never felt that this black panther was your trump card 

"My turn, draw!" Jonouchi exaggeratedly drew a card from his hand, "Now I want to 
summon this guy, my true ace, the strongest dragon Red-Eyes Black Dragon!!!" 

(Blue-Eyes White Dragon: What did you say? I didn't hear clearly just now) 

The remaining Lamb Token and the leopard warrior disappeared from the field one after 
another. A whirlwind rolled up, and scarlet beams rose from a dark vortex on the 
ground. 

In the center of the vortex, a jet-black wing spread out, and the flapping wings 
dissipated the airflow. The dark outline appeared in the red light, and the dark dragon's 
body seemed to be covered with metal armor. It stretched its neck and raised its head, 
and the moment it roared, it seemed as if the street buildings were shaking. 

[ Red-Eyes Black Dragon, ATK 2400] 

The onlookers were all boiling! 

"Red-Eyes Black Dragon! The real thing!" 

"That is the dragon that is rumored to be second only to the Blue-Eyes White Dragon in 
the duel monster world, and it is a rare card among rare cards!" 

"The white dragon brings victory, and the black dragon brings possibility." 

This was a widely circulated sentence among duelists in this world. It described the 
Blue-Eyes White Dragon and the Red-Eyes Black Dragon, which was enough to prove 
the status of this dragon in the minds of the duelists. 

With the successful summoning of his trump card, Jonouchi's fighting spirit also rose to 
its peak. He couldn't help but clenched his fists and shouted excitedly: "Red-Eyes Black 
Dragon, attack! Dark Flame Shot!" (1) 



The pitch-black dragon opened its mouth, and dark red energy was brewing in it like 
lava. The red-black light ball shot out with the high-pitched dragon roar, and the 
Elemental HERO's thick body was completely unable to withstand the high temperature. 
The defensive power of up to 2000 was instantly penetrated, and his entire body was 
also swallowed up in the flames. 

Although Yuei Vu was not hurt because the monster was on the defensive, the 
aftermath of the flames and the whirlwind caused by the impact made Yuei Vu raise his 
arms involuntarily. 

He began to understand a little bit. 

Although Red-Eyes Black Dragon in front of him was just an ordinary monster with 2400 
ATK and no effect, but even so, the king's aura at the moment of its debut, the 
momentum, and coercion of the attack were so great that most monsters couldn't 
compare. 

Although it was only a virtual image, it could bring a strong sense of oppression to the 
opponent. 

Maybe he felt that he would win because his ace monster has already been summoned, 
Jonouchi was prideful at the moment. He smiled and rubbed the tip of his nose with his 
finger, and said, "I'll set two more cards and end my turn." 

Yuei Vu took a deep breath. 

Red-Eyes Black Dragon If it was a week ago, if he had played with his initial deck of 
Sparkman, which was literally his trump card, he might have lost. 

Because it seemed funny to say, but with that initial deck, there was really no way to get 
rid of the 2400 ATK monster 

But it's different now, he already has countermeasures in his deck. 

Now all he needs was a draw of fate. 

Yuei Vu put his fingers on the deck, and meditated in his heart 

Come to me, Polymerization! 

"My turn, draw!" 

Yuei Vu opened his eyes and glanced at the card he had drawn, his eyes suddenly lit 
up. 

Success! 



"I activate Spell card Polymerization!" Without hesitation, Yuei Vu played this card that 
was still warm after being opened from the card pack. 

Jonouchi was shocked: "What? It's actually Polymerization!?" 

"I fuse Elemental HERO Avian and Elemental HERO Burstinatrix in my hand!" Yuei Vu 
threw two waste heroes to his GY. 

Come out, my favorite hero Elemental HERO Flame Wingman! 

Oh, sorry to bother you, he doesn't have that card. 

"Fusion Summon!" Yuei Vu placed the Polymerization card on the Duel Disk, "Elemental 
HERO Nova Master!" 

TL's note: 

1. To avoid confusion, I'll translate the attack names according to Japanese names. For 
example, Red-Eyes Black Dragon's attack will be Dark Flame Shot, so it won't be 
confused with the card Inferno Fire Blast. 

Chapter 13: Fusion Summon 

"Fusion Summon! Elemental HERO Nova Master!" 

It was an Elemental HERO who was in red and gold armor, his face was wrapped by 
the visor of the helmet, and the red cloak behind him rose and fell with the scorching 
waves. 

The moment he appeared, he brought scalding lava that spread across the ground, and 
the air seemed to be distorted by the high temperature it carried. 

Obviously, it's just a virtual image, but even just watching the hero's appearance made 
people feel like a searing wave of air is blowing towards the face. 

[Elemental HERO Nova Master, ATK 2600] 

"Nova Master!?" Jonouchi looked stunned, "What kind of monster is this? The attack 
power actually exceeds that of Red-Eyes!" 

The fusion condition of Nova Master was 1 "Elemental HERO" monster + 1 FIRE 
monster, so it could be summoned by the fusion of Elemental HERO Avian and the Fire-
attribute Burstinatrix. 

This card was the result of Yuei Vu constantly fighting and buying new packs these 
days. 



It's just that he hasn't gained a single Polymerization until today, so this fusion monster 
was naturally useless. Thanks to the friendly sponsorship of Chika-chan just now, he 
got a Polymerization, and the Nova Master got the chance to make this debut. 

"Battle!" Yuei Vu entered the Battle Phase without hesitation, "Nova Master attack Red-
Eyes Black Dragon!" 

He waved his hand and pointed to the dragon on the Jonouchi's field, and issued an 
attack declaration. 

However, the Nova Master on his side of the field still floated in place with a pair of cool 
pose arms, completely ignoring the master's order and having no intention of going up. 

Yuei Vu couldn't help being stunned: "Nova Master?" 

what's going on? 

Could it be that Jonouchi activate an effect to limit the attack, but he inadvertently 
ignored it? 

"Uh that, don't you know?" Jonouchi said with a stern look, "About the new rules for 
dueling monsters formulated by Battle City?" 

"Ah?" Yuei Vu was taken aback. 

Yugi explained: "According to the new rules of Battle City, fusion monsters cannot 
attack in the turn when they are Fusion Summoned." 

Yuei Vu: "" 

Damn! 

What the hell kind of rule is this? 

To get out a fusion monster, I have to suffer a 3-for-1 disadvantage, and you told me 
that I can't attack this turn? 

However, the idea of President Kaiba setting such a rule was quite simple. Because 
according to the new rules, if you wanted to summon powerful monsters, most of them 
rely on sacrifices to be Tribute Summoned, but it was not easy to maintain sacrifices on 
the field while defending against the opponent's attack. 

In contrast, fusion was a bit too easy to summon high-star monsters because you could 
directly select materials from the hand, so of course, an attack limit should be added. 



It's just that this kind of rule was very funny to players who are used to the modern 
master rules 

In fact, Yuei Vu has seen the animation and knew there was such a rule, but the age of 
Yu-Gi-Oh DM was so long that he forgot it. 

The corner of Yuei Vu's mouth twitched, and suddenly he felt a little pain in the ass. 

This ruleit's an epic nerf to the Elemental HEROes that focus on fusion 

So he summoned such a fusion monster at the cost of -2 card advantage, but it couldn't 
attack. Is it just to let people get rid of it in the next turn? 

Well, I'm playing other people's games, and the rules and everything are all determined 
by the dog's planning. 

Yuei Vu put all the last two cards in his hand into the slots of the Duel Disk: "I set two 
cards, I end my turn." 

"Wow~ it's dangerous, but fortunately, you can't attack in the turn of fusion summoning." 
Jonouchisaid, "My turn, draw!" 

He glanced at his new hand and smiled complacently: "Yuei Vu, since you can't attack, 
I'm going to be rude this turn! I activate Equipment Spell Dragon Nails from my hand! 
Equip to Red-Eyes Black Dragon to increase its attack power by 600 points! " 

The Red-Eyes Black Dragon that was strengthened by spell screamed in the sky, the 
entire outline seemed to be covered by pitch-dark waves, dispelling the oppression of 
the Nova Master's high temperature, and his momentum instantly surpassed the 
opponent. 

[ Red-Eyes Black Dragon, ATK 2400 ATK 3000] 

The passerby A: "AttackAttack power is 3,000!?" 

The passerby B: "The same attack power as the Blue-Eyes White Dragon!!". 

(BEWD: I am already a unit of attack power =) 

"In this way, the attack power of Red-Eyes Black Dragon surpasses that of the Nova 
Master!" Jonouchishouted excitedly, "Red-Eyes Black Dragon, attack! Dark Flame 
Shot!" 

The high-temperature energy simmered in the open mouth of the dragon, and the jet-
dark electric current was wrapped aturn the dark red sphere, rolling up a hurricane-like 
turbulent airflow. 



"Not so fast!" Yuei Vu pressed the button on the Duel Disk and waved his arm, "Open 
the set card: Spell Card Beckon to the Dark!" 

Yes, this was also a Normal spell card. Anyway, according to the current rules, there 
was basically no difference between Normal spell and Quick-Play spell, so Yuei Vu took 
advantage of this rule rudely. 

Speaking of which, this card was also from the "novice gift pack" given by Pandora. 
Pandora also used this card when it was dueling with Yugi in the DM anime. It has the 
powerful effect of instantly killing a monster on the field. 

In fact, Pandora's novice gift package was really rich. It not only presented rare cards 
such as Dark Magician, but also presents a lot of cards that are quite practical at this 
stage. 

Wellit's just that he may not be very happy to give this gift package. 

The field was instantly covered with dark clouds, and scarlet lightning fell. The demon's 
pitch-dark hands stretched out from before the dark cloud and grabbed straight at the 
red-eyed dark dragon on the field Jonouchi. 

"It's useless!" Jonouchi didn't retreat half a step, "Open the set card: Trap Card 
Metalmorph! When my opponent attacks, metalize 1 monster on the field, and if it was a 
magical attack, reflect it back. Then, this card becomes an Equip Card, and the monster 
gains 400 ATK and DEF!" (anime effect) 

The jet-dark steel armor covered the surface of the dark dragon, and its whole body 
reflected the unique luster of metal under the illumination of the lights. 

[Red-Eyes Black Dragon, ATK 3000 ATK 3400] 

"But it doesn't make any sense to increase the attack power!" Yuei Vu said loudly, 
"Beckon to the Dark' can drag the monster into the void of infinite darkness and send it 
directly to the cemetery!" 

"Hey, but attacking power is not my goal!" Jonouchi smiled confidently and raised his 
voice, "The metalized Red-Eyes Black Dragon is protected by spell reflective armor, and 
any form of spell attack will be bounced off by the armor! 

In other words, whether it is the effect of a spell card or the attack of a Spellcaster, it is 
ineffective against the current Red-Eyes Black Dragon! " 

Yuei Vu: "???" 

Are you lying to me? I recognize this trap card, when did it have such an effect? 



Then he suddenly remembered that in the animation, Bandit Keith who played against 
Jonouchi in the Duelist Kingdom arc seemed to say the same thing when he used this 
trap card, and Pegasus, the founder of both the game and Duel Monsters, was still 
ignorant. This meant by default, he accepted this kind of stupid BISS (1) 

Yuei Vu: "" 

ThatOrange (that is, Jonouchi), I am very sympathetic to you being bullied, but even so, 
you can't bully others like that! 

Just like revenge will only give birth to new hatred, and revenge on the society with 
BISS will only lead to more and more BISS! 

However, the system really recognized Jonouchi's words, and the reflective armor 
actually bounced off the effect of the spell card that Yuei Vu activated on Red-Eyes' 
body. The dark clouds in the sky disappeared instantly. 

Yuei Vu was momentarily dumbfounded at the time 

The passerby duelists were still excited: "What a powerful tactic!" 

"As expected of the runner-up in the Duel Kingdom, he is a might!" 

Even Yugi was helping: "Beautiful! This way, Jonouch's Red-Eyes Black Dragon will not 
be destroyed!" 

It's just that according to Jonouchi, the spell reflective armor would reflect any spell 
effect on Red-Eyes Black Dragon, which naturally included the equipment spell "Dragon 
Nails" that he activated. As Metalmorph came into play, Dragon Nails also destroyed 
itself. 

[Red-Eyes Black Dragon, ATK 3400 ATK 2800] 

But its attack power was still higher than Nova Master! 

"Go, Red-Eyes!" Jonouchi clenched his fists, "Destroy Elemental HERO Nova Master!" 

The fire in the mouth of the dragon continued to simmer, and the Nova Master was not 
calm at the moment, his palms were wrapped in the flaming Fires, and he was ready to 
fight with the dark dragon in front of him. 

But it didn't matter! 

Yuei Vu still had a trick here! 



"Open the set card!" He flipped over the last remaining card on his field, "Trap Card 
Dust Tornado: Destroy a spell or trap card on the field! I destroy Metalmorph'!" 

"What!?" Jonouchi was shocked. 

From the image of the trap card, the sky-shattering sand and dust rolled up, and the 
inverted funnel-shaped tornado rushed towards Jonouchi with the leaves swirling at 
high speed. 

Jonouchi raised his arms to cover his face. The trap card in the S/T area in front of him 
instantly shattered under the gust of wind, the armor on the dragon also disappeared, 
and its momentum also dropped along with its attack power. 

[Red-Eyes Black Dragon, ATK 2800 ATK 2400] 

[Elemental HERO Nova Master, ATK 2600] 

"In this way, the attack power of both sides will be reversed again!" Yuei Vu shouted, 
"Nova Master, counterattack the attack of Red Eye!" 

The dark fire bullet that had been brewing for a long time in the mouth of the dark 
dragon finally sprayed out, but now its attack has not posed any threat to the Nova 
Master under the reversal of strength. free.c om 

Elemental HERO Nova Master deftly evaded the attack of the dark Fire bullet with a 
sideways movement. With a flick of his figure, he dragged a flowing cloak behind him 
and instantly appeared in front of Red-Eyes Black Dragon. His palms were burning with 
fires, and the line of sight from under the helmet was aggressive as if to say 

Reptile, you seemed a little arrogant just now. 

Red-Eyes Black Dragon let out a roar unwilling to be outdone, but its confidence was 
obviously not as strong as before, as if it had foreseen the fate of his soon-to-be lunch 

"Damn! It's not over yet!" Jonouchi shouted, "I also have a last resort! Open the set 
card" 

Boom! ! ! 

The fire swept the audience, and the towering fire column engulfed the Red-Eyes Black 
Dragon and Jonouchi together. 

After watching so many animes and playing cards for so many years, Yuei Vu knew one 
thing wellthere was no harm in smoke. 

So he instinctively guessed that this attack was 80% unsuccessful 



Sure enough, when the fires and smoke screen dissipated, Jonouchi's LP was still 
3200, and there was no change. 

And the red-eyed dragon on his field was gone, replaced by a huge dark dragon with a 
larger body and set with lava-like lines. 

[Meteor Black Dragon, ATK 3500] 

Yuei Vu suddenly had a very ominous feeling 

"Hey, it's very dangerous." Jonouchi wiped his sweat and said with a smile, "I activated 
this card at the moment when Red-Eyes Black Dragon attacked just now." 

He withdrew a card from the cemetery and showed it to Yuei Vu. 

"I also activated Spell card Polymerization!" He said proudly, "I fused Red-Eyes Black 
Dragon on the field with Meteor Dragon in my hand. This is my new ace Meteor Black 
Dragon!" 

Yuei Vu: "" 

Hey, it's too much! 

Even if you can activate spell cards in the Battle Phase how are you able to use 
Polymerization? ? ? 

(Author's note: Because a reader asked, I would like to add that the rules here are not 
made by the author himself. The rules of the anime were originally like this. However, 
this part of the rules will be revised with the follow-up plot) 

TL's note: 

1. BISS is the term for effect or rule that players made up during the game (For 
example, Multiply + Kuriboh = infinite Kuriboh). It is short for "Because I Said So" 

Chapter 14: Dark Renewal 

"Fusion Summon! Meteor Black Dragon!" 

The brand new trump card in Jonouchi was freshly released, with its powerful aura, and 
domineering posture, and the key point was that its attack power was as high as 3500 
points, surpassing even the legendary strongest dragon, the Blue-Eyes White Dragon 

(BEWD: I'm angry!) 



The emotions of the audience were constantly arising between the chain of continuous 
exchange of offense and defense between the two sides. At this time, the arrival of a 
legendary ace like the Meteor Black Dragon made everyone extremely excited. They 
felt it was a blessing that they could see such a duel on the street. 

Well, of course no one felt anything wrong about activating Polymerization in the Battle 
Phase. 

Yuei Vu felt that there must be something wrong with this world 

"I can do Fusion Summon too." Jonouchi started to be cocky again, "But the monsters 
that are Fusion Summoned can't attack this turn, so I end my turn! 

Alright, it's your turn, Yuei Vu! If you can defeat my Meteor Black Dragon', come to try it! 
" 

Although in Yuei Vu's opinion, it was nothing but a Normie with high attack power, 3500 
ATK seemed to have brought quite inflated confidence to Jonouchi. 

After all, Yuei Vu's hand has been exhausted, and there was only a Nova Master left on 
the field. 

The inner thought of Jonouchi at this time was probably like this 

Can you beat me with a single card? 

If you can beat me with one card today, then I will eat this Duel Disk on the spot! 

"My turn, draw!" Yuei Vu glanced at the card after drawing the card, and inserted it into 
the Duel Disk without thinking, "Spell card Pot of Greed!" 

A green pot with intricately carved patterns appeared in front of everyone, with thick red 
lips and huge yellowed teeth showing a low smile at everyone. 

"Pot of Greed's effect: I can draw two more cards from the deck!" 

The onlookers, including Jonouchi, calmly watched him draw such two cards at random, 
but no one took it seriously at all. 

Only the person who activated the spell card felt dark in his heart 

MMD, this is worthy of being a banned card for thousands of years. It is really fun to 
earn cards out of nothing! 



Yuei Vu decided that he must put three copies into his deck before the Battle City 
officially started! No matter what kind of deck he builds, lets put three pots first, and then 
the Closed Beta players would know what is die from jealousy! 

Immediately after he drew two new cards, Yuei Vu's eyes lit up again. 

"I'll activate Spell card Graceful Charity!" 

An angel dressed in white, flapping his wings, and wearing a holy halo appeared above 
Yuei Vu's field, and his white feathers flew down. 

"Graceful Charity's effect: I draw three more cards from the deck," he said, "and then 
discard the two cards in the hand into the graveyard." 

This card was not drawn by him when he opened the pack, but from Pandora's "gift 
pack". 

Thousands Of Years Banned Card x2, in the same turn. Only people who had a taste of 
it could know how blissful it was! 

"Set two cards." In front of Yuei Vu, there was two more card back images appeared on 
the ground, "I end my turn." 

"Sure enough, he is still helpless." A passerby began to point. 

"He can't help it. When a powerful monster like the Meteor Black Dragon has been 
summoned, anyone in his shoes will have no way to turn the table, right?" 

"To defeat this kind of monster, as expected, only top-level monsters like Blue-Eyes 
Ultimate Dragon' have hope" 

The passerby duelists were talking a lot, and Jonouchi seemed to feel the same way. 
He drew a card and entered the Battle Phase without thinking. 

"Meteor Black Dragon! Attack Nova Master!" 

Sure enough, it was a decision with the style of Jonouchi rush recklessly! 

What? Backrow? Ambush card? What it is? 

In the original work, when he duel with the trap master Rishid in the DM with a deck full 
of traps, he never made it past the back row. 

How is it possible to back off just because of mere two set cards? 



The black dragon had already opened its mouth, and the flames poured into the mouth 
along the lines of the lava, forming a huge churning fireball, which was about to roar 
towards the hero on the Yuei Vu's field. 

At this time, Yuei Vu had already pressed his finger on the activation button on the Duel 
Disk: "Open the Set card!" 

Mirror Force? Sakuretsu Armor? Widespread Ruin? 

Sorry to bother you, of course, he didn't have that kind of expensive stuff. 

But he has this 

Quick-Play Spell, De-Fusion! 

To be fair, in the current environment where spell cards could be activated in the 
opponent's turn, and there was no restriction even in the battle phase, Yuei Vu really 
didn't know the meaning of the "Quick-Play" icon of the Quick-Play spell. 

If he had to say it, he guessed that the speed of Quick-Play spell was faster, and after 
activation, Quick-Play spell cards usually could not be chained 

"What!?" Jonouchi suddenly realized that it was going to be bad. 

"De-Fusion's effect: I return Meteor Black Dragon to the Extra Deck!" Yuei Vu pointed at 
the huge black dragon that was preparing to attack, "Then I special summon Red-Eyes 
Black Dragon and Meteor Dragon on your field in attack position!" (animation effect) 

The huge and majestic black dragon was forcibly split under the effect of the spell card. 
It let out a high-pitched roar unwillingly, and then the body was divided into two under 
the irresistible force, and the postures of Red-Eyes Black Dragon and Meteor Dragon 
were re-transformed respectively. 

[Red-Eyes Black Dragon, attack power 2400] 

[Meteor Dragon, Attack Power 1800] 

"It's not over yet!" Yuei Vu pressed another button on the Duel Disk, "Open the Set card: 
Trap Card Dark Renewal! 

This card can only be activated opponent Summons a monster(s) or attacks: Target 1 of 
those monsters and 1 monster I control; send both monsters to the Graveyard, then I 
can Special Summon 1 Spellcaster monster from my Deck or Graveyard! " 



"I see!" Yugi watching next to him exclaimed, "Activate De-Fusion' to Special Summon 
the two monsters used as fusion materials on the field of Jonouchi, so as to satisfy the 
activation conditions of Dark Renewal'! It's amazing!" 

Next to him, Anzu, who didn't know anything about duels, asked suspiciously, "then this 
personis he strong?" 

Yugi looked at Yuei Vu with a solemn expression and nodded vigorously. 

"Well!" he said, "very strong." 

"I sacrificed your Red-Eyes Black Dragon, as well as my own Elemental HERO Nova 
Master!" 

A white whirlwind surrounded the body of Red-Eyes Black Dragon and Nova Master, 
and the two turned into golden arrows respectively, and both flew into the red coffin that 
appeared in the field. The coffin board was then snapped shut and sank into the ground 
surrounded by the billowing black mist. 

(Nova Master: Even though it was my first show, I was sacrificed without even a chance 
to make a move==) 

"Reborn from the graveyard!" Yuei Vu raised his voice, and a card bounced from the 
Duel Disk's graveyard tray at the same time, "Dark Magician!" 

Chapter 15: How Can A Man Say 'I'm Impotent'? 

"Reborn! Dark Magician!" 

Jonouchi and Yugi were surprised at the same time: "What!?" 

It was well known that the Dark Magician was the signature card of the duel king Yugi 
Mutou, and its rarity was second only to Blue-Eyes White Dragon and Red-Eyes Black 
Dragon. 

Although it was not unique, at least so far, they have never seen anyone outside Yugi 
holding a Dark Magician. 

The dark red coffin sank into the ground amid the billowing smoke, and a pitch-black 
vortex rolled up on the ground. 

A beam of dark red light flew into the sky from the ground, and the slender body leaped 
into the air. A huge magic circle opened under his feet, and a turbulent dark air flow was 
poured out of it. The crystal green staff seemed to be drawn by the airflow and flew out 
of the magic circle. It swirled in mid-air like a boomerang and came to the master's hand 
precisely. 



The red figure swept the staff across, and a circle of transparent air burst out with him at 
the center, and the air lifted the dark red hem of his robe, showing no anger and pride. 

[Dark Magician, ATK 2500] 

The people around were unable to be calm, and many people started to applaud and 
cheer. 

To actually see such a professional-level top match on the streets of the city, and there 
were also monsters such as Red Eyed Black Dragon, Meteor Black Dragon, and Dark 
Magician that were almost legendary to ordinary duelists, the audience went nut! 

"CrapCrap!" Yugi who was watching the battle looked solemn, "Jonouchi has declared 
an attack, but now that the Meteor Black Dragon has been returned to the Extra Deck, 
there is only low-attack Meteor Dragon left on his field! This will be counterattacked by 
the Dark Magician!" 

Yuei Vu: "?" 

Is there such a thing? 

What about the Replay of the Battle Step? 

No, before that, the Meteor Black Dragon who had just been ordered to attack by 
Jonouchi was no longer on the field! The objects have disappeared, how can the battle 
continue? 

Then, Yuei Vu opened his eyes to see that the Dark Magician on his field shouted and 
flew in front of the Meteor Dragon. His palm slapped in the air, the powerful dark magic 
wave blasted out like a collapsing mountain, and the Meteor Black Dragon screamed 
and smashed into slag on the spot. 

"Meteor Dragon!" Jonouchi shouted through gritted teeth. 

Jonouchi, LP 3200 LP 2500 

Yuei Vu was stunned to see that his Dark Magician broke the opponent's monster on his 
own initiative, and then folded his arms and landed lightly back on his field. Everyone 
was stupid for a while. 

Wow, so the audience can still do the BISS for me? 

The Meteor Dragon on the field in the castle was obviously summoned after he 
announced his attack, and so was the Dark Magician on Yuei Vu's side. All the 
monsters that were originally fighting on both sides have disappeared, yet the battle can 
still continue!? 



(Author's note: According to the rules of Yu-Gi-Oh, if the number or control of monsters 
on the field changes during the battle step, a "replay" will occur, and players can freely 
choose to continue attacking or cancel.) 

Then Yuei Vu immediately thought of a certain animation scene 

Yugi Mutou: "I will attack the XYZ-Dragon Cannon' on your field with Sky Dragon of 
Osiris'! (1) Take it, Super Electrical Conduction Wave!" 

Seto Kaiba: "Hahaha, at this moment I opened the card, Interdimensional Matter 
Transporter'! I transferred XYZ-Dragon Cannon to another dimension! In this way, Osiris 
lost his attack target, and this attack is ineffective!" 

Yugi Mutou: "Don't think about using your BISS. If your monster is removed, it will cause 
a replay. Then I will use Sky Dragon of Osiris to attack you directly, and you lose the 
duel!" 

Kaiba Seto: "You're talking too much! The rules of the duel are set by me, if I say it is 
invalid, it is invalid!" 

Well, the DM may indeed have no such argument during this period. 

This further made Yuei Vu determined to go to President Kaiba to optimize the master 
rules, otherwise, he would be killed by BISS without knowing where he was wrong. 

Hmm But this time, forget it. (After all, I'm the one who was benefited) 

"Then it's my turn!" Yuei Vu said, "Fight! Dark Magician, directly attack Jonouchi!" 

The Dark Magician flew up and pointed his green staff forward. A transparent vortex 
rolled up on the staff, and the magic wave pierced through the body inside Jonouchi like 
an arrow. 

The latter snorted softly, bent knees involuntarily under the impact, and was penetrated 
by the three-dimensional image of dark magic from the front chest to the back. 

[Katsuya Jonouchi, LP 2500 LP 0] 

Katsuya Jonouchi was defeated. 

Ten minutes later, several people returned to the card shop. 

"Ah, ah! I'm so unwilling to lose!" Jonouchichi stretched his arms and said unhappily. 

"No way, it's because the opponent is too strong." Yugi smiled. 



"But no matter how you say it, I'm also the runner-up in the Duelist Kingdom. It's a bit 
too embarrassing to rub off a little blood at the end." Jonouchi said with a sigh. 

Indeed, although the process seems to be very intense, at the end of the fight, Yuei Vu 
only lost 100LP. 

Yuei Vu chuckled: "It's just luck." 

It's not that he's modest. There's an element of luck in playing cards. It's not that 
everyone can start out like Yamu Yugi, and if they have that ability, they must be able to 
beat the mainstream with any entertain deck they play, right? 

After playing this duel, he was in a good mood. The experience gained from winning 
against Jonouchi was comparable to the sum of the experience he has tortured 
passers-by for half a week! 

In this way, I can go to the system card pool again tonight. 

"Too humble, you are one of the most powerful duelists I have ever met." Jonouchi said 
seriously, and then the conversation changed, "But losing this time doesn't mean it will 
be the same next time! If I meet you in here, I will not show mercy anymore!" 

"No problem at any time. " Yuei Vu readily agreed, but then reminded, "But if you don't 
have a Duel Disk, you can't compete, right?" 

Jonouchi was instantly petrified. 

It seemsthat's the truth. 

He was into the game so much just now that he even forgot why he started playing in 
the first place 

Anzu also smiled helplessly: "Yes, because the duelists Jonouchi only have 2 stars, and 
the evaluation given by Kaiba is horse bone', so there is no way to participate in the 
competition" 

"Ah, ah, damn it! That bastard, Kaiba!" 

Seeing that Jonouchi had another breakdown, his good friend Honda quickly grabbed 
him and dragged him out of the store. 

Anzu and Yugi also withdrew. However, Yugi stopped for a while before leaving and 
turned around at the door. 

"Then I'm sorry to disturb you today," he said. 



Yuei Vu waved his hand: "It doesn't matter, welcome to come again next time!" 

If he could, he even wanted to duel Jonouchi every day to gain experience 

"Yeah!" Yugi nodded, "Let's do our best in the Battle City competition!" 

Finally, they all left. 

Yuei Vu turned his head and found that Chika-chan was staring straight at him again at 
this moment, the look in his eyes that seemed to contain some unknown impulse 
startled him. 

"How how?" 

"It's nothing." Chika-chan said seriously, "I'm just a little surprised, you're different from 
what you look like. You seem to be not that impotent" 

Hey, what does it mean to look different? And you always thought I was an embroidered 
pillow? 

And it must be done, how can a man say "I'm impotent"? 

TL's note: Because of the plot's requirement, this translation will use "Sky Dragon of 
Osiris" instead of its TCG name "Slifer the Sky Dragon" 


